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This set of slides describes, at a very high level, some of the complications and 
inconsistencies in current descriptions of collections – both in the Atlas of Living 
Australia and in GBIF.

The ALA contains several ways to reference collections – descriptively using an 
Institution / Collections hierarchy and also at the level at which data are ingested –
described as Data Resources. This has led to a confusing structure of references in 
the occurrence records, and complicated mapping for records going into GBIF. 
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The ALA Collectory Data Model 
contains these entities:

• Institution 
[which contains]

• Collections

• Data Provider
• Data Partner
• Data Resource 

(Note: no relation to Darwin Core 
datasetName)
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• Collecting Institutions are described as 
containing Collections. 

• The names of the Collections in ALA are 
supplied by collections institutions and 
are usually curatorial departments

• Collections in ALA are self described by 
the institution and don’t conform to a 
standard vocabulary – so one 
organisation might have a Collection
called Entomology but another might 
have one called Terrestrial Invertebrates

• Institution and Collection pages within 
the ALA Collectory provide descriptions 
written by the institutions themselves. 
Contact details are also provided by 
institutions.
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Institutions contain collections

Within each institution, “collections” may be described in other 
ways – grouped according to Collector or Donor. They may also 
be described by collecting event – such as Expedition/Field 
Trip/Voyage



Two uses cases for collecting institutions 
making use of the Collectory
1. Supporting loans programs

In this use case, contact details are 
provided to other researchers who 
might want to borrow material for 
study

2. Notifying contact person about record 
annotations
In this use case, contact details are 
provided so that if an error is 
identified or an annotation created, 
someone from the organisation is 
notified and can make the correction
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Use cases for ALA Collectory for collecting 
institutions

Relevant to Q1. Would the collections community benefit from a comprehensive directory of 
all natural history collections? Who would make use of such a directory? (The focus here is 
on the catalogue as a directory of known institutions and information required to contact 
them.)



The ALA Collectory Data Model 
also contains these entities:

• Institution 
[which contains]

• Collections

• Data Provider
• Data Partner
• Data Resource 

(Note: no relation to Darwin Core 
datasetName)
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• Example of OZCAM as a Data Partner 
where OZCAM is used to group 
museum records
…but this structure delivers
confusing duplication on 
the occurrence record

Data providers and Data partners

A Data Provider has one to many Data Resources
A Data Partner is theoretically a broker of datasets (eg OZCAM, OBIS, AADC) that has one 
to many Data Resources, but is difficult to distinguish between this and an Institution.
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Occurrence record example

Data partner, Data resource, Institution, Collection



Data is ingested only via the Data Resource entity
• connection parameters are stored against it
• has different webapp components

• Institutions/Collections: extracts are loaded into a data resource, and mapped to a Collection by a reference 
data table (Institution and collectionCode maps to a Collection Name, but this isn’t universally documented or 
understood)

Data Resources
• Metadata can be edited by Data Providers or Collection Managers
• Data Resources descriptions often contain many unused fields

The data model for the ALA Collectory is very flexible and the “meaning” of the entities is not well documented 
or socialised. With an open API and connectivity between many ALA apps, the Collectory has been used for many 
purposes akin to metadata storage and has thus filled with “rubbish” entries (eg. Species list metadata). This is a 
barrier to creating persistent identifiers – it’s too easy to create entries.
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Museums Victoria and representation in GBIF

Broadly accurate 
description of 
Institution and 
Collections

Generally 
consistent with 
ALA Collectory
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Museums Victoria and representation in GRSciColl

Unclear where these have 
been sourced from. No 
match to ALA Collections 
descriptions. 

Inconsistent with ALA 
Collectory



In 2011 an Australia-wide project was run to create the 
Museum Metadata Exchange.
• The goal was to write descriptive text and gather data 

about cultural and history collections big and small 
around Australia and New Zealand. Science collections 
were not covered.

• Collections were generally described by Collector, Donor 
or subject grouping

• The aim was to describe the Australian and New 
Zealand National Distributed Collection

• The project ran under the auspices of the Council of 
Australasian Museum Directors. 

Project description: https://camd.org.au/what-we-
do/museum-metadata-exchange/
• Access to the data via Research Data Australia 

https://researchdata.ands.org.au/museum-metadata-
exchange/937847

• Museum Metadata Exchange website 
http://museumex.maas.museum/
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Other attempts to describe collections in Australia
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